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The electronic mechanisms of 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reactions of fulminic acid (ONCH) and diazomethane
(NNCH2) with HCtCH, NtCH, and PtCH are studied using ab initio molecular orbital methods. The reaction
mechanisms can be classified into two classes: ionic electrocyclic and diradical coupling mechanisms. Ionic
electrocyclic mechanism occurs in reaction systems with a large difference in electronegativities between the
two atoms of the dipolarophile and their atoms react with the atoms with each opposite charge of a 1,3-
dipole. Diradical coupling mechanism occurs through two processes: the first process is a one-electron
movement from the edge atom to the center atom of a 1,3-dipole, which leads to a biradical state (for ONCH,
the one-electron movement occurs from the oxygen to the nitrogen atom; for NNCH2, the movement occurs
from the carbon to the center nitrogen atom). The second process is the breaking of theπ-bond of the
dipolarophile, which is strongly associated with the activation energy, followed by the formation of the new
σ-bond (cyclic reaction) through concerted or stepwise modes.

1. Introduction

1,3-Dipolar cycloaddition (1,3-DC) is a powerful approach
for synthesizing five-membered heterocyclic compounds.1,2 In
general, the reaction is assumed to proceed through a concerted
[π4s + π2s] pericyclic addition,3-5 similar to that of a Diels-
Alder reaction.6-8 This reaction follows the usual spin-coupled
pattern of a bond-breaking/bond-forming process, as described
in Scheme 1. However, for the electronic mechanism of the
concerted 1,3-DC of fulminic acid to acetylene, on the basis of
valence bond and molecular orbital theories, three electronic
mechanisms have been recently proposed by four groups.9-13

Leroy and co-workers14-16 proposed a mechanism based on the
evolution of Boys localized orbitals (LMO) along the minimum
energy path (Scheme 1, mechanism II). Accordingly, the oxygen
and carbon atoms of fulminic acid were assigned as the new
bond donor and acceptor, respectively. In 1998, Karadakov,
Cooper, and Gerratt13 reconsidered the mechanism of the HCNO
+ HCCH system using the valence bond approach in its modern
spin-coupled form. In accordance with mechanism II, the orbital
pairs that correspond to the three distinct bonds of the reactants
(in-plane C-C, C-N, and N-O bonds) shift simultaneously
to create the two new bonds (closing the ring) and a nitrogen
lone pair. Subsequently, Nguyen, Chandra, Sakai, and Moro-
kuma12 analyzed the electron reorganization along the reaction
path by the configuration interaction-localized molecular
orbital-complete active space (CI/LMO/CAS; CiLC) analysis17-21

and the density functional theory based reactivity descriptors
such as the Fukui function and local softness.22,23Analysis using
CiLC showed that the addition starts with an electron migration
from the oxygen to the nitrogen atom within the HCNO moiety,
and ends with the carbon and the oxygen as the new bond donor
and acceptor centers, respectively. This electronic movement
is also consistent with that derived from the reactivity descriptors

suggesting that, in the case of HCNO, the carbon atom bears a
larger f value than the oxygen atom (Fukui function for
electrophilic attack being an indicator for the electron donation
ability). Thus, three distinct viewpoints on the electronic
mechanism of the HCNO+ HCCH reaction have been obtained,
depicted as mechanisms I, II, and III in Scheme 1.

In the case of the 1,3-DC of diazomethane (NNCH2) to
ethylene, a 1975 LMO analysis by Leroy and Sana24 has shown
that the carbon and nitrogen ends of NNCH2 play the roles of
the σ-bond donor and acceptor, respectively (mechanism IV,
Scheme 2) and that the lone pair of the central nitrogen results
from the NtN triple bond upon the bending of the CNN
skeleton. In contrast, a study by Karadakov et al. in 2001,25 as
depicted in mechanism V of Scheme 2, suggested a completely
opposite direction of the electron flow, in which the carbon and
nitrogen atoms of the NNCH2 molecule are theσ-bond acceptor
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and donor, respectively, and that the central nitrogen lone pair
is formed from the CdN bond. In view of such a disagreement,
we describe herein our attempt to clarify the electronic mech-
anism for these 1,3-DC’s, in which the following 10 systems
of 1,3-dipolar reactions were analyzed using the CiLC-IRC
method.

2. Methods

For all 10 reaction systems, the equilibrium geometries of
the reactants, products, and transition structures were determined
with analytically calculated energy gradients using the complete
active space (CAS) self-consistent-field (SCF) method,26 fol-
lowing initial calculations using density functional theory with
the 6-31G(d) basis set.27,28 For the CASSCF calculations, five
active orbitals and six electrons were selected, and all configura-
tions in the active spaces were generated. The five-orbitals active
space corresponds to three p-orbitals on the molecular plane of
1,3-dipoles (HCNO and NNCH2) moiety of the reaction system
and two p-orbitals on the molecular plane of the dipolarophiles
(HCCH, NCH, and PCH). These five orbitals relate to the bond
forming and breaking process. Additional calculations were
performed to obtain improved energy comparisons: the energy
calculations at the CASSCF-optimized structures with electron
correlation incorporated through the multiconfigurational second
orderΜφller-Plesset perturbation theory (CAS-MP2).29 Cal-
culations using singles and doubles coupled-cluster theory with
perturbative corrections for triples (CCSD(T))30 were also
performed using the CASSCF-optimized geometries in conjunc-
tion with the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set.31-33 The density functional
employed was the Becke’s three parameter nonlocal exchange

functional with the Lee, Yang, and Parr correlation function
(B3LYP).34,35 The intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC)36,37 was
followed from the transition structure toward both the reactants
and the products at the CASSCF level.

To interpret the electronic mechanisms of the reaction
processes, configuration interaction (CI) localized molecular
orbital (LMO)-CASSCF analyses were carried out according
to a method described in detail elsewhere17-21,38-43 using the
6-31G(d) basis set. In this analysis, the CASSCF wave function
was initially constructed to obtain the starting set of orbitals
for the localization procedure, after which the CASSCF
optimized orbitals were localized by the Boys localization
procedure.44 Using the resulting localized MOs as a basis, a
full CI with determinant level was performed to generate the
electronic structures and their relative weights in the atomic
orbital-like wave functions. These analysis were carried out
along the intrinsic reaction coordinate of each reaction. The total
energy, as calculated by the CI procedure, corresponds to that
by the CASSCF calculation, and the relative weights of the
electronic states having different CI configurations were ex-
pected to indicate the variations of electronic bond-forming or
bond-breaking. The CI procedure is referred to hereafter as the
CiLC-IRC method. For CI configurations, each bond was
assigned by the terms of the singlet coupling and polarization,
as shown in Scheme 3. In this scheme, the dotted line denotes
a triplet coupling (antibonding) between the orbitals, and an
ellipse denotes an ionic coupling (polarization). It was postulated
that the singlet coupling and polarization terms could be
describing the electronic structure of one bond, and that this
description is related to a usual presentation by the valence bond
(VB) theory. Interpretation using such an approach has been
successful for interpreting some reaction mechanisms, as
reported in previous papers.12,38-43,45-48 Calculations for the
CiLC-IRC analysis were performed using the GAMESS
software package.49 Other calculations were carried out using
the Gaussian98 program.50

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Geometry and Energy.Optimized geometries of the
transition structures and products for the 10 reactions considered
are displayed in Figure 1. When comparing the bond distances
obtained by either CASSCF or B3LYP calculation levels, the
difference for intermolecular distances of the transition structures
is remarkable. In the case of the ONCH+ HCX (X ) CH, N,
and P) system, the difference between the O-C bonds is rather
large, amounting up to about 0.2 Å. The intermolecular bond
distances for the transition structures obtained using the B3LYP
method are in general longer than those using the CASSCF
method, except for the O-N bond of the transition structure of
the ONCH+ NCH system. For the transition structure of the
ONCH + NCH system, the CI coefficient of the main
configuration using the CASSCF method is 0.822, which
suggests that the transition state for ONCH+ NCH system may
possess a certain diradical character. To check the validity of
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the B3LYP calculations, the total energy at the transition state
was calculated by the unrestricted broken symmetry UB3LYP
method. Our results showed comparable values for the total
energy using the UB3LYP and the B3LYP methods. Accord-
ingly, the UB3LYP calculations do not support the presence of
a small diradical character, which corresponds to an estimation
of a shorter O-N bond length by the B3LYP method. The short
O-N bond arises thus from the smaller accuracy for describing
a biradical state by the B3LYP method.

By comparing the bond distances of the newly formed bonds
at the point of the transition state and their corresponding bonds
of the products, the synchronous and asynchronous character
of the relevant reaction could be determined. For the ONCH+
XY systems, the formation of the C-Y bond is consistently
earlier than that of the O-X bond at the transition structure,
with the exception of the O-P bond formation. In the case of
ONCH + PCH, the formation of the O-P and C-C bonds are
almost synchronous at the transition state. Similarly, for the

Figure 1. Geometrical parameters of the transition states and products of ONCH and NNCH2 with HCCH, NCH, and PCH using the CASSCF/
6-31G(d) and B3LYP/6-31G(d) methods. The B3LYP values are given in parentheses.
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NNCH2 + XY systems, the C-Y bond formation is found to
be more advanced than the N-X bond formation at the transition
state, with the exception of the NNCH2 + PCH system, in which
the N-P bond formation is almost equal to the C-C bond
formation. The formation of both new C-N bonds in the
NNCH2 + HCN system is nearly synchronous, which indicates
that these bonds are formed at nearly the same time. In other
words, when the Y atom, which reacts with the C atom of
ONCH or NNCH2, has a larger electronegativity than the X
atom, the reaction occurs through a synchronous transition state.
On the other hand, when the Y atom has smaller electronega-
tivity than the X atom, the reaction proceeds through an
asynchronous mechanism. These reaction mechanisms cor-
respond well to the previously presented model.11

The relative energies for the stationary points are listed in
Table 1. Consistent values for the energy barriers were obtained
using the B3LYP, CAS-MP2, and CCSD(T) calculation levels,
whereas energy barriers calculated using the CASSCF method
are, as expected, over 10 kcal/mol higher than those using the
other methods. For each dipole, the large differences of the
activation energies depend on the dipolarophile molecules. The
difference between the activation energies of ONCH and
NNCH2 reactions, for each dipolarophile, amounts to only a
few kcal/mol. The activation energy for each dipolarophile
molecule with the same 1,3-dipole (ONCH or NNCH2) follows
the order PCH< HCCH < NCH. This order corresponds to
the lowest triplet excitation energies for PCH, HCCH, and NCH
(based on the UB3LYP/6-31G(d) level: 86.9 kcal/mol for PCH,
136.6 kcal/mol for HCCH, and 159.2 kcal/mol for NCH). The
excitation energies relate to the activation energies for the
diradical state of dipolarophiles. The difference in the activation

energies of reactions 4 and 5 is less than 1 kcal/mol and that of
reactions 9 and 10 is about 1 kcal/mol, which indicates that
effects of the regioselectivity for the PCH reaction systems are
relatively minor, and may be related to the synchronous
mechanism.

The energy barrier of reaction 2 is found to be higher by
4.4-6.9 kcal/mol than that of reaction 3. The activation energy
barrier of reaction 7 is lower by 1.2-4.6 kcal/mol than that of
reaction 8. The difference of the regioselectivity of the systems,
including NCH, could probably be attributable to the difference
of the mechanisms; this will be discussed in the following
sections.

To unravel the electronic mechanisms of the 1,3-DC reactions,
the CiLC-IRC calculations were performed for the reaction
systems treated here.

3.2. CiLC-IRC Analysis. 3.2.1. ONCH+ HCCH, NCH,
and PCH Systems. (A) ONCH+ HCCH. Initially, the electronic
structure of ONCH and HCCH was studied as isolated molecules
by the CiLC method. For the CiLC analysis, three orbitals and
four electrons for ONCH and two orbitals and two electrons
for HCCH, correspond to the active orbitals in the reactions,
were selected. The weights of the CI coefficients by the CiLC
method for the isolated linear geometries of ONCH and HCCH
and for each geometry taking part in the transition structure are
listed in Tables 2 and 3, and their electronic configurations are
shown in Scheme 4. The notations of “DP-conf.n” and “EN-
conf.n” are assigned to the configurations of n-th for the 1,3-
dipoles (ONCH and NNCH2) and the dipolarophiles (HCCH,
NCH, and PCH). The notations of “W(DP-conf.n)” and “W-
(EN-conf.n)” in Tables 2 and 3 refer to the weights of DP-
conf.n and EN-conf.n, respectively. The notation of “bent” refers
to the 1,3-dipole or dipolarophile structure part of the transition
structure, whereas the notation of “∆(L-B)” refers to the
difference of the weights of each configuration between the
linear and bent structures. The notations of “bent-1” and “bent-
2” (and also B1 or B2 in∆(L-B1) or ∆(L-B2)) stand for the
dipolarophile geometries at the transition structures of Reactions
2 (or 4) and 3 (or 5), respectively. In the case of reactant ONCH
(linear), DP-conf.1 is the major electronic state with weights
of about 52% in all configurations, followed by the DP-conf.2
and DP-conf.4 states, each with weights of nearly 15%. For
the structure of ONCH at the transition structure, the weights
of DP-conf.1, DP-conf.2, and DP-conf.3 are decreased upon
variation of the structure from the linear to the bent form. The
configurations of DP-conf.1, DP-conf.2, and DP-conf.3 indicate
the occupation of the lone pair electrons in the orbital of the

TABLE 1: Relative Energies (kcal/mol) of the Transition
States and Products from the Isolated Reactants for
Reactions 1-10

B3LYP CASSCF CAS-MP2 CCSD(T)

Reaction 1, ONCH+ HCCH
TS 12.1 25.7 17.1 13.4
product -86.3 -90.2 -113.1 -81.6

Reaction 2, ONCH+ NCH
TS 19.4 35.3 23.5 22.2
product -33.1 -16.5 -88.7 -27.3

Reaction 3, ONCH+ HCN
TS 13.9 30.9 16.6 15.5
product -57.8 -46.8 -76.5 -54.1

Reaction 4, ONCH+ PCH
TS 6.4 18.6 8.1 6.1
product -78.1 -66.9 -134.4 -76.7

Reaction 5, ONCH+ HCP
TS 5.5 19.1 7.8 5.5
product -65.5 -54.9 -113.9 -62.8

Reaction 6, NNCH2 + HCCH
TS 14.5 25.5 14.8 15.4
product -58.0 -44.7 -85.9 -53.8

Reaction 7, NNCH2 + NCH
TS 16.0 30.3 17.0 18.4
product -15.3 -2.7 -57.3 -12.7

Reaction 8, NNCH2 + HCN
TS 20.2 34.9 18.2 22.2
product -27.7 -13.2 -48.8 -24.4

Reaction 9, NNCH2 + PCH
TS 6.7 17.6 7.5 7.1
product -41.0 -27.5 -99.2 -40.2

Reaction 10, NNCH2 + HCP
TS 5.7 17.0 3.6 5.8
product -40.6 -25.5 -73.1 -38.5
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oxygen atom. The decrease of the weights of DP-conf.1, DP-
conf.2, and DP-conf.3 could thus be attributed to the decrease
of the lone pair of electrons of the oxygen atom of ONCH. On
the other hand, the weight of DP-conf.4 is dramatically increased
upon variation of the structure from a linear to a bent form.
For the bent structure, the nature of the biradicals for both the
oxygen and carbon sites is also markedly changed. Therefore,
it can be considered that the electron motion from the lone pair
orbital of the oxygen atom of ONCH to the orbital of the
nitrogen atom occurs along the variation from a linear structure
into a bent counterpart.

For the electronic structure of HCCH, the weight of EN-
conf.1 turns out to increase upon the shift from the linear to
the bent acetylene (in the transition structure) whereas the
weights of the ionic configurations (especially DP-conf.3) is
actually decreased. Increases in the weights were not observed
for both ionic configurations (EN-conf.2 and EN-conf.3) in the
bent structure. Consequently, the biradical character becomes
remarkable during the bending of the CCH angle in HCCH.

From the results described above, it can be proposed that the
mechanism of the cycloaddition reaction of ONCH and HCCH
occurs through the coupling of the biradicals structures between
both partners. On the basis of such findings derived from the
electronic structure of the isolated molecules, the mechanisms
of ONCH and HCCH were studied using the CiLC-IRC
method.

The mechanisms of the 1,3-DC of ONCH with HCCH have
been presented in a previous paper,11,12 and for comparative
purposes, the results are outlined hereafter. The weights of the
CI coefficients along the IRC pathway, as determined by the
CiLC-IRC method, are shown in Figure 2 (weights with values
<0.001 were not included). Some of the configurations with
larger CI coefficients are displayed in Scheme 5. The largest
variation of the configuration weights are observed for the

decrease of configuration 1 and the increase of configuration
7, from the direction of reactants to products. These two
configurations, which cross each other at the region of the
transition state, are the main configurations for the reactants
and the products, respectively. It is reasonable to assume that
the reaction of this system is induced by the electron movement
from the oxygen atom of ONCH to the nitrogen atom, which
corresponds to the proposed basic mechanism derived from the
electronic structure of isolated molecules, as mentioned above.
The variation of the second largest weight of the configurations,
as shown in configurations 2 and 45, can be considered as being
composed from two singlet coupling terms. Specifically, con-
figuration 2 is composed from the singlet coupling terms of
the N-C and C-C bonds of acetylene. The polarization terms
corresponding to the singlet coupling terms of these two bonds
are configurations 5 and 6 and configurations 3 and 4,
respectively. Configuration 2 can also be considered as the
antibonding of the main configurations of ONCH and HCCH
(DP-conf.1 and EN-conf.1). Configuration 45 is composed from
the singlet coupling terms of the new O-C and C-C bonds.
The weight of configuration 3 is larger than that of configuration
4 when proceeding from the reactant side to the transition state
region, and the weight of configuration 5 is larger than that of
configuration 6.

These results indicate that one of the acetylene carbon atoms
possesses an anionic nature at the transition state region, and
the ONCH carbon atom possesses a cationic nature. Conse-
quently, the other acetylene carbon atom has a cationic character.

TABLE 2: Weights of the Configurations for ONCH and NNCH 2

W(DP-conf.1) W(DP-conf.2) W(DP-conf.3) W(DP-conf.4) W(DP-conf.5) W(DP-conf.6)

ONCH
(linear) 0.5174 0.1488 0.1094 0.1458 0.0756 0.0029
(bent) 0.4653 0.0811 0.0669 0.2899 0.0928 0.0040
∆(L-B) -0.052 -0.068 -0.043 0.144 0.017 0.001

NNCH2

(linear) 0.3008 0.0443 0.1102 0.2932 0.2233 0.0282
(bent) 0.2906 0.0342 0.0590 0.4267 0.1689 0.0206
∆(L-B) -0.010 -0.010 -0.051 0.133 -0.054 -0.008

TABLE 3: Weights of the Configurations for XCH (X )
HC, N, and P)

W(EN-conf.1) W(EN-conf.2) W(EN-conf.3)

HCCH
(linear) 0.6699 0.1650 0.1650
(bent-ONCH) 0.7004 0.1605 0.1390
∆(L-B)-ONCH 0.031 -0.005 -0.026
(bent-NNCH2) 0.7080 0.1533 0.1387
∆(L-B)-NNCH2 0.038 -0.012 -0.026

NCH
(linear) 0.6688 0.1278 0.2034
(bent-1) 0.7178 0.1329 0.1494
∆(L-B1) 0.049 0.005 -0.054
(bent-2) 0.6992 0.1257 0.1751
∆(L-B2) 0.030 -0.002 -0.028

PCH
(linear) 0.7038 0.1835 0.1127
(bent-1) 0.7219 0.1771 0.1010
∆(L-B1) 0.018 -0.006 -0.012
(bent-2) 0.7182 0.1754 0.1065
∆(L-B2) 0.014 -0.008 -0.006

Figure 2. Weights of the CI coefficients of the CiLC calculations along
the IRC pathway of the cycloaddition reaction of ONCH and HCCH.
The units of IRC are bohr× amu1/2.
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The polarization terms corresponding to the singlet coupling
terms for the two bonds for configuration 45 are those of
configuration 33 and of configurations 20 and 37. The weight
of configuration 20 is larger than that of configuration 37 at
the transition state region. The difference in weights corresponds
to the electronic structure of the C-C bond between one

acetylene carbon atom and the ONCH carbon atom at the
transition point. It also corresponds to that of the C-O bond
between the other carbon atom of acetylene and the oxygen
atom of ONCH. Although the reaction mechanism is best
characterized as a concerted biradical coupling, the four active
sites may be slightly polarized, as shown in below. Overall,

SCHEME 5: Selected Electronic Configurations for CiLC Analysisa

a Dotted lines denote triplet coupling (antibonding) between orbitals
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this mechanism corresponds to the results presented in our
previous paper.11

(B) ONCH+ NCH.The weights of the CI coefficients along
the IRC pathway of the 1,3-DC of ONCH with NCH are
displayed in Figures 3 and 4. It is important to note that the
reaction is regioselective defined by two distinct reactions 2
and 3. For reaction 2 in Figure 3, the variations of the weights
of configurations 1, 2, and 7 are similar to those of the
corresponding configurations in the ONCH+ HCCH reaction.
The weight of configuration 1 does not change significantly in
the region between the reactant and transition state. For the
reactant side, the weight of configuration 3 is very small due
to the polarity of NCH molecule. For the product side, the
variations of the weights of configurations 7, 45, 20, and 37
are significant. Configuration 7 is the main configuration for
the product whereas configuration 45 can be considered as the
singlet coupling terms for the new O-N and C-C bonds. For
configuration 45, the weights of the two bonds are not
distinguishable. Configurations 20 and 37 indicate the polariza-
tion terms of the new C-C bond, and as a consequence, it could
be considered that the reaction, after the transition state is passed,
proceeds through a rather asynchronous mechanism. This result
corresponds to those of previous studies that were based on
geometrical parameters, namely the transition state has a
diradical character for the oxygen atom in ONCH and the
nitrogen atom in NCH. For the reaction of ONCH with NCH

of reaction 2, as shown in Figure 3, configurations with large
weights cross each other near the transition state region. This
pattern is similar to that of Diels-Alder reaction of butadiene
with ethylene, as previously reported,41 and indicates that the
reaction follows a more synchronous mechanism at the transition
state region from the reactant side, and after the transition state
has passed, the reaction follows a more asynchronous mecha-
nism.

For the reaction 3 of ONCH+ HCN shown in Figure 4, the
main configurations 1 and 7 also cross each other at the
transition state region. The weight of configuration 2 corre-
sponding to the singlet coupling terms of the C-N bonds (old
π-bonds) in HCN and ONCH is decreased from reactant to
product and crosses at the transition state region with that of
configuration 45. The latter corresponds to the singlet coupling
terms of the new O-C and C-N bonds. The weights of
configurations 3 and 5 remain nearly unchanged before reaching
the transition state region from reactants. The weights of
configurations 4 and 6 decrease monotonically. While configu-
rations 3 and 4 correspond to the polarization terms of the C-N
bond (oldπ-bond) in HCN, configurations 5 and 6 correspond
to the polarization terms of the N-C bond (oldπ-bond) in
ONCH. This means that both N-C bonds are polarized to the
NCH nitrogen atom and the fulminic acid carbon atom. On the
other hand, the weights of configurations 33 and 20 are increased
from transition state region to product side; configurations 33
and 20 correspond to the polarization terms of the new O-C
and C-N bonds, respectively. At the region of transition state,
the weights of configurations 20 and 33 are significantly larger
than that of configuration 45. Accordingly, the reaction between
ONCH and HCN of reaction 3 is likely occurring through an
ionic electrocyclic mechanism, as shown below. The weights
of the configurations of the two old C-N and N-C bonds
approach those of the two new O-C and C-N bonds near
transition state region, and therefore, reaction 3 between ONCH
and HCN is apparently occurred following a concerted syn-
chronous (ionic electrocyclic) mechanism (mechanism II,
Scheme 1).

Figure 3. Weights of the CI coefficients of the CiLC calculations along
the IRC pathway of the cycloaddition reaction of ONCH and NCH.
The units of IRC are bohr× amu1/2.

Figure 4. Weights of the CI coefficients of the CiLC calculations along
the IRC pathway of the cycloaddition reaction of ONCH and HCN.
The units of IRC are bohr× amu1/2.
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(C) ONCH+ PCH.The weights of the CI coefficients along
the IRC pathway of the reactions between ONCH and PCH were
also calculated (see Supporting Information). Again, this reaction
is regioselective, manifested by both reactions 4 and 5. For
reaction 4, the variations of the weights of the CI coefficients
along the IRC path are very similar to those for the ONCH+
HCCH system (with an exception of the small weight of
configuration 4). Although configuration 4 describes the po-
larization term of PCH (the electrons localization to the orbital
of the phosphorus atom), the electrons are rather centered at
the carbon atom for the P-C bond because of the difference in
electronegativities of carbon and phosphorus atoms. The dif-
ference between the two polarization terms of the P-C bond is
also observed from the weights of EN-conf.2 and EN-conf.3,
as shown in Table 3. The main configurations (configurations
1 and 7) for the reactant and product sides cross at the transition
state region. The variation of the second largest weight
(configuration 2) again corresponds to the singlet coupling terms
of the C-N bond of ONCH. The P-C bond is calculated to be
decreased from reactants to transition state region with a
decreasing of their polarization terms (configurations 3-6). On
the other hand, the singlet coupling terms (configuration 45) of
both novel O-P and C-C bonds tend to increase from transition
state region to product side with increasing polarization terms
(configurations 20, 33, and 37). This reaction, therefore, occurs
through the typical synchronous mechanism as reaction 1.

The variations of the weights of the CI coefficients along
the IRC path of reaction 5 are also similar to those of the ONCH
+ HCCH system. In comparison with the results described
above for reaction 4, the polarization term (configuration 4) of
PCH is now larger than the other side polarization term
(configuration 3) of PCH, which can again be attributed to the
difference in electronegativities of both carbon and phosphorus
atoms. The influence on the weights of the configurations by
the electronegativities of the carbon and phosphorus atoms is
also observed for the polarization terms of the two novel C-O
and P-C bonds in the product.

The essential reaction mechanisms of reactions 4 and 5,
however, could be depicted by the following steps. Along the
IRC pathway, the weight of configuration 1 becomes decreased
with an increasing weight of configuration 7; this is namely,
an electron in the lone pair orbital of the oxygen atom of ONCH
moves into an orbital of the nitrogen atom. This actually
corresponds to the basic mechanism derived from electronic
structure of the isolated molecules. With such an electron
motion, the N-C bond becomes weaker, as shown in the
decreased weights of configurations 5 and 6 (polarization terms
of the N-C bond). After the transition state is passed, the two
new bonds were formed rapidly and almost synchronously.

3.2.2. NNCH2 + HCCH, NCH, and PCH Systems. (A) NNCH2

+ HCCH. Results collected using the CiLC method on the
electronic structure of isolated diazomethane NNCH2, with some
geometrical parameters, have been described in a previous
section. The weights of the CI coefficients obtained by the CiLC
method for the isolated geometry (NNC:linear) of NNCH2 and
the NNCH2 geometry part (bent) of the transition state (NNCH2

+ HCCH) are listed in Table 2. The configurations are displayed
in Scheme 4. The electronic structure of linear NNCH2 (reactant)
is the resonance state of three major configurations (DP-conf.1,
DP-conf.4, and DP-conf.5). It is worth noting that the weight
of DP-conf.1 is almost identical to that of DP-conf.4. The
electronic structure of NNCH2 is more similar to that of NNCH2
part in the product (cyclic compound) than that in the case of
ONCH. The weights of DP-conf.3 and DP-conf.5 of NNCH2

are decreased upon bending, whereas the weight of DP-conf.4
increased. The variation of the weights of these configurations
in going from the linear to the bent structure implies that the
electrons in the orbital of the NNCH2 carbon atom are decreased,
whereas those in the orbital of the NNCH2 central nitrogen atom
are increased. The movement of the NNCH2 electrons for the
bending significantly differs from that of ONCH. The weights
of the CI coefficients for the HCCH bent structure (bent-
NNCH2), corresponding to the structure of HCCH at the
transition state, are listed in Table 3. Following bending, the
weight of EN-conf.1 is increased; in contrast, the ionic
configurations are decreased. Since the decrease of the weight
of EN-conf.2 for this bent structure is larger than that of the
bent-ONCH, the reaction of NNCH2 + HCCH is a late transition
state, as compared with that of ONCH+ HCCH. It is also
reasonable to suggest that the electronic mechanisms of the 1,3-
DC reaction of NNCH2 + HCCH occurred through the coupling
of the biradical structures for both molecules with the electron
movement in NNCH2 from the carbon atom to the central
nitrogen atom.

For a in-depth study of the variations of electronic structure,
the weights of the CI coefficients along the IRC pathway were
determined by the CiLC-IRC method, as shown in Figure 5.
The largest variation of the configuration weights was observed
for an increase in configuration 7, from reactant to product. The
increasing weight of configuration 7 corresponds to the variation
of DP-conf.4 between the linear and bent geometries of NNCH2.
The weight of configuration 2, which is associated with an
anticoupling between DP-conf.1 of NNCH2 and EN-conf.1 of
HCCH, is decreased along the pathway. Similarly, the weight

Figure 5. Weights of CI coefficients of CiLC calculation along the
IRC pathway of the cyclic reaction of NNCH2 and HCCH. The units
of IRC are bohr× amu1/2.
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of configuration 8, which is related to the anticoupling between
DP-conf.4 of NNCH2 and EN-conf.1 of HCCH, is also
decreased. The weights of configurations 10, 11, and 6 are all
decreased, corresponding to a variation of those of DP-conf.3
and DP-conf.5 between the diazomethane linear and bent
geometries. The weight of configuration 1 is not changed until
the transition state region is reached; the variations in the weights
of the configuration from the reactants actually corresponds to
the basic mechanism considered solely from the isolated NNCH2

and HCCH. Proceeding from the product, an increase in the
weight of configuration 33 is less important than those of
configurations 20 and 37, which indicates that the reaction is
more asynchronous than that of ONCH+ HCCH.

From the above results, it could be proposed that the 1,3-DC
reaction between NNCH2 and HCCH occurs through a biradical
coupling between both partners with an electron movement
within NNCH2 in going from the terminal carbon to the central
nitrogen atom.

(B) NNCH2 + NCH. The weights of the CI configurations
along the IRC pathways of the reaction between NCH2 and NCH
are displayed in Figures 6 and 7. Again both reactions 7 and 8
are the two components of a regioselective reaction. For reaction
7 summarized in Figure 6, the variations of the weights of
configurations 7, 8, 2, 10, and 11 are similar to those in the
reaction between NNCH2 and HCCH. The weight of the
antibonding coupling (configuration 8) between DP-conf.4 of
NNCH2 and EN-conf.1 of NCH is consistently decreased along
the IRC pathway, whereas the weight of the bonding coupling
(configuration 7) is uniformly increased. Furthermore, the
weights of the antibonding coupling (configuration 2) between
DP-conf.1 of NNCH2 and EN-conf.1 of NCH are also decreased.
Decrease in the weights of configurations 10 and 11 and increase
in that of configuration 7 point out an electron movement within
NNCH2, from the terminal carbon atom to the central nitrogen.
For the weight of configuration 1, the variation from reactants
to transition state region is mostly similar to that in the NNCH2

+ HCCH system. From transition state to product, the weight
is not significantly modified. For the cyclic product, increases

in the weights of configurations 45, 20, and 37 imply the
formation of the two new C-C bonds. Although configuration
45 may include the singlet coupling term of a new N-N bond,
the weight of the polarization terms (configurations 33 and 39)
of the N-N bond is significantly smaller than that of the C-C
bond (configurations 20 and 37). Increases in the weights of
configuration 49 and 34 also emphasize a new C-C bond
formation, without the variation of the weight of configuration
1. The reaction process, therefore, occurs through a typical
asynchronous mechanism.

For reaction 8, NNCH2 + HCN illustrated in Figure 7, the
variations of the weights of configurations 1, 2, 7, and 8 are
almost similar to those of the reaction NNCH2 + HCCH. The
weights of configurations 3 and 13, which suggest a polarization
of the C-N bond in HCN, remain almost unchanged in going
from reactants to transition state. For the product, increases in
the weights of configurations 45 and 20 imply a bond formation
of a C(H2)-N(CH) bond, whereas increases in the weights of
configurations 45 and 33 manifest a N(-N)-C(H) bond
formation. The fact that the weight of configuration 20 is
significantly larger than that of configuration 45 at the transition
state region suggests a reaction presumably occurring through
an ionic electrocyclic mechanism, similar to that of reaction 3.
In other words, the reaction proceeds via a mechanism with a
slightly asynchronous character. Differences in the regioselec-
tivities for reactions 7 and 8 could be accounted for by the
diradical- and ionic-coupling mechanisms.

(C) NNCH2 + PCH.The weights of the CI coefficients along
the IRC pathways of the 1,3-DC of NNCH2 + PCH were also
calculated (see Supporting Information). Reactions 9 and 10
correspond to the two pathways that determine the regioselec-
tivity of this addition. For reaction 9, the variations of the
weights of configurations from reactants to transition state are
very similar to those of the reaction NNCH2 + HCCH. Increased
weights are observed for configurations 45, 20, and 37 from
transition state region to product side. Consistent increase in
the weights of configurations 45, 20, and 37 demonstrates the
formation of a C-C bond under the electronic condition of DP-

Figure 6. Weights of CI coefficients of CiLC calculation along the
IRC pathway of the cyclic reaction of NNCH2 and NCH. The units of
IRC are bohr× amu1/2.

Figure 7. Weights of CI coefficients of CiLC calculation along the
IRC pathway of the cyclic reaction of NNCH2 and HCN. The units of
IRC are bohr× amu1/2.
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conf.4 of NNCH2. The weights of configurations 49, 34, and
25 are increased from transition state region to product. The
configuration set [49,34,25] could be described as the C-C bond
under the electronic condition of DP-conf.1 of NNCH2; namely,
the C-C bond is formed under the electronic condition of DP-
conf.1 and DP-conf.4 of NNCH2, thus indicating a strong
asynchronous mechanism.

For reaction 10, variations in the weights of the configurations
from reactants to transition state are also similar to those of
reaction 9. In comparison with the latter, the weight of
configuration 1 turns out to be decreased from transition state
to product. The weights of configurations 45, 37, and 20 are
now increased in the same direction and thus suggest a C-P
bond formation. Increases in the weights of configurations 33
and 39 are also observed for the same region. Configuration
set [45,33,39] is no doubt associated with a new N-C bond
formation under the electron condition of DP-conf.4 of NNCH2.
Along the IRC pathway, increasing weights of configuration
set [45, 33, 39] are detected later than those for configuration
set [45, 37, 20]. This indicates a mechanism possessing a slightly
asynchronous character.

3.3. Discussion.As shown above, the 1,3-DC reactions can
be specified using three characteristics: First, the electron
movement within the 1,3-dipole occurs during the initial process
from the reactants to the transition state region. Second, a
diradical coupling or ionic mechanisms for an addition process
between both 1,3-dipole and dipolarophile partners takes place.
It is important to note that the first process is inherently related
to the second one; namely, when the intramolecular electron
movement occurs in the 1,3-dipole, the second process has to
be a diradical coupling. For reactions involving the ONCH
system, the electron movement occurs from the oxygen to
nitrogen atom, and producess a biradical state for the 1,3-dipole
(ONCH), with the exception of reaction 3. For the reactions of
the NNCH2 system, the electron movement starts within NNCH2

from the carbon to the central nitrogen atom, with the exception
of reaction 8. The mechanism for reactions 3 and 8 is an ionic
process (electrocyclic). For the cases characterized by a large
difference in electronegativities of the two dipolarophile atoms
and the suitable approach with the 1,3-dipolar molecule, the
reaction proceeds through an ionic electrocyclic mechanism.
Third, the mechanism involves a synchronous or asynchronous
process for the region of the transition state and/or after the
transition state. The process of synchronity or asynchronity is
closely related to the activation energy for both the mechanisms
of ionic electrocyclic and diradical coupling. Accordingly, we
can classify the 10 reactions as ionic electrocyclic or diradical
coupling mechanisms. The ionic electrocyclic mechanism
includes reactions 3 and 8. According to the electronegativities
of the atoms, the conformation at the transition state of reaction
3 occurred more readily than that of reaction 8. This is in line
with the difference in activation energies between reactions 3
and 8. In fact, the activation barriers of reaction 3 are calculated
to be lower by about 2 and 7 kcal/mol than those of reaction 8.
The diradical coupling mechanism includes other all reactions.

On the basis of the CASSCF and CAS-MP2 methods, for
the diradical coupling mechanism for the same dipolarophile,
reactions including ONCH consistently have higher activation
energies than those involving NNCH2; this observation can be
understood from the electronic states of the isolated ONCH and
NNCH2. On the other hand, calculations based on the B3LYP
and CCSD(T) methods resulted in lower activation energies for
reactions that include ONCH than those that include NNCH2,
with the exception for reactions 2 and 7. This is attributable to

the difference between the single determinant level and the
multireference level calculations of the quantum chemical
methods.

4. Conclusions

The 1,3-dipolar cycloaddition reaction mechanisms of ONCH
and NNCH2 with HCCH, NCH, and PCH dipolarophiles could
be classified using the CiLC-IRC analysis on the basis of ab
initio multireference wave functions. These reactions are
governed by “chameleonic” mechanisms as in the Cope rear-
rangement. The mechanisms of the reactions can roughly be
classified as ionic electrocyclic or diradical coupling. The ionic
electrocyclic mechanism is expected in the cases that involve
favorable approaxhes for mechanism III in Scheme 1, identified
by a large difference between the electronegativities of the
participating atoms (especially the dipolarophile molecule). For
the diradical coupling mechanism, the first process is an
intramolecular electron movement within the 1,3-dipolesfrom
the oxygen to the nitrogen atom of ONCH and from the carbon
to the central nitrogen atom of NNCH2. The resulting activation
energy for the whole transformation is essentially related to the
excitation energy of the diradical state of the dipolarophile. For
the same dipolarophile, the activation energy is determined by
the electron movement of its 1,3-dipolar counterpart. For
systems having the same mechanism, the synchronous or
asynchronous characters of the reaction are also related to the
activation energies. In real systems, it can be expected that the
asynchronous character of a 1,3-DC is defined as a deviation
of the above two types of mechanisms.
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